Abstract This paper addresses the problem of head pose estimation in order to infer non-intrusive feedback from users about gaze attention. The proposed approach exploits the bilateral symmetry of the face. Size and orientation of the symmetrical area of the face is used to estimate roll and yaw poses by the mean of decision tree model. The approach does not need the location of interest points on face and presents robustness to partial occlusions. Tests were performed on different datasets (FacePix, CMU PIE, Boston University) and our approach coped with variability in illumination and expressions. Results demonstrate that the changes in the size of the regions that contain a bilateral symmetry provide accurate pose estimation.
Head pose estimation is a classic problem in computer vision and has been studied since 1994 [1] . Although major advances have been achieved in controlled environment, the problem is still open in unconstrained natural environment under variable lighting and human expression. Head pose estimation is widely used in many applications such as video conferencing, driver monitoring or human computer interaction. Moreover, for many pattern recognition applications, it is necessary to estimate coarse head pose to eliminate variations in pose for better accuracy (e.g., face recognition or facial expression analysis). Many approaches based on local facial features are proposed to deal with head pose estimation. However, the obvious difficulty for this local approaches lies in detecting outlying or missing features in situations where facial landmarks are obscured. Also, low resolution imagery make it difficult to precisely determine the feature locations. This paper presents a method based on symmetry to estimate discrete head pose. We exploit the bilateral symmetry of the face to directly deduce two degrees of freedom for the head (yaw and roll). The symmetry is defined using global skin region, instead of local interest points. The proposed approach does not need the location of interest points on the face and can be deployed using low-cost and widely available hardware. Also, no initialization nor calibration are required. The estimated pose is coarse but sufficient to infer general gaze direction. The current work brings three main contributions: -First, we develop a method for detecting the position of symmetry axis and its orientation in an image. -Second, the roll angle is deduced from the inclination of the symmetry axis. -Third, the yaw angle is calculated using the region which delimits symmetrical pixels.
Symmetrical region is defined by analyzing pixels intensity. The intensity of one pixel on the right side of the face is more similar to its mirror pixel than another pixel in the image. We have conducted experiments which indicate that the use of facial symmetry as a geometrical indicator for head pose is still reliable when local geometric features (such as eyes, nose or mouth) are missed due to occlusions or wrong detections. We give more insights about the method comparatively with our previous work and extend it to two degrees of freedom. Besides using public datasets (FacePix, CMU PIE and Boston University datasets [2] [3] [4] ), we have also used web-cam captures in order to cover more situations such as completely occluded eye. Sample captures are available here: www.lifl.fr/~dahmane/VIDEOS.
The paper is organized as follows. We first review the related work on head pose estimation in Sect. 2. Then, we provide the methodology used for the estimation of the head pose using the symmetrical parts of the face in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present and discuss the results of the head pose estimation evaluation process. Finally, we conclude and introduce the potential future work in Sect. 5.
Related work
In this section, we review the related work for head pose estimation regardless of the underlying descriptors and methodology. We analyze the existing methods in order to highlight advantages and disadvantages of each one. Then, we focus our attention on global approaches exploiting symmetry information. Even though the latter approaches are less popular, we strongly believe in the benefits of global symmetry for pose estimation.
Existing techniques for head pose estimation are summarized in [1] and can be categorized in six groups:
Model-based approaches include geometric and flexible model approaches. Geometric approaches use the location of facial features such as eyes, mouth and nose and geometrically determine the pose from their relative configuration [5, 6] . Flexible model approaches use facial features to build a flexible model which fits to the image such that it conforms to the facial structure of each individual (AAM) [7] . However, accurate matching of a deformable face model to image sequences with large amounts of head movements is still a challenging task [8] .
Classification-based approaches formulate the head pose estimation as a pattern classification problem. Most works have used various SVM classifiers [9, 10] . Isarun and al. [11] uses random trees beside SVM. In [12] , kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) is used to learn a nonlinear subspace for each range of view. Then a test face is classified into one of the facial views using Kernel Support Vector Classifier (KSVC). Also, classification is achieved in [13] using a set of randomized ferns and in [14] Naive Bayes classifier are applied to estimate head pose.
Regression-based approaches consider pose angles as regression values. Several regressors are possible such as Convex Regularized Sparse Regression (CRSR) [15] and Gaussian Progress Regression (GPR) [16] . Murad and al. [17] proposed a method based on Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression to estimate the head pose. Support Vector Regressors (SVRs) are used to train Localized Gradient Orientation (LGO) histogram computed on detected facial region to estimate driver's head pose in [18] . Neural networks are one of the most used nonlinear regression tools for head pose estimation. Tia and al. [19] , use multiple cameras and estimate head pose by fusing neural networks results from each camera.
Template Matching approaches compare images or filtered images to a set of training examples and find the most similar. In [20] , author represents faces with templates that cover different poses. The input data is correlated with model templates to achieve face recognition finding the best match. Similarity to prototypes philosophy is adopted by authors in [21] in order to calculate the pose similarity ratio.
Manifold Embedding approaches produce a low dimensional representation of the original facial features and then learn a mapping from the low dimensional manifold to the angles. Biased Manifold Embedding for supervised manifold learning is proposed in [22] . The incorporation of continuous pose angle information into one or more stage of the manifold learning process such as Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) and Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) is studied in [23] . Dong [24] proposed Supervised Local Subspace Learning (SL2) to learn a local linear model where the mapping from the input data to the embedded space was learned using a Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN). In [25] , author proposed the K-manifold clustering method, integrating manifold embedding and clustering.
Tracking approaches uses temporal information to improve the head pose estimation using the results of the head tracking [26] . In [11] , a pedestrian tracker is applied to video to infer head pose labels from walking direction and automatically aggregate ground truth head pose labels. Ba and al. [27] aims recognition of people's visual focus of attention using a tracking system based on particle filtering techniques. KLT algorithm is used in [28] to track features over video frames in order to estimate 3D rotation matrix of the head.
Each approach has specific limitations. Identity of persons can hamper the pose discrimination. The effect of identity can cause more dissimilarity then the pose itself. It does for appearance-based approaches (template matching and manifold embedding methods). Those approaches suffer also from lighting and require high computational time. In contrast to model-based approaches which are fast and identity independent. The model-based approaches are, however, sensitive to SIViP occlusion and usually require high resolution images. The difficulty lies in accurate detection of the facial features since all the facial features are required (as for example, the outer corner of both eyes hard to detect when wearing glasses or in the presence of long hair). High resolution imagery may not be available in many applications such as driver monitoring and e-learning systems. Also, model-based approaches [5, 7] require frontal view to initialize the system.
A specific family of approaches that exploit global features of the face, reducing dependency on identity and avoiding initialization of frontal pose, is represented by solutions that exploit facial symmetry.
Symmetry-based approaches
The human perception of head pose is based upon two cues: the deviation of the head shape from bilateral symmetry, and the deviation of the nose orientation from the vertical [29] . Therefore, we presume that head pose is more related to the geometry of face images, and the symmetry of the face is a good indicator about the geometric configuration and the pose of the head. Despite the fact that the human face is not perfectly symmetrical, the facial symmetry of a person is significant and can be exploited. In [30] , in order to detect possible regions containing a face in image, authors estimate the symmetry of the regions. The hypothesis is that the amount of symmetry can offer hints about head orientation.
Some works dealing with the head pose estimation through feature points use the symmetrical property of the head. For instance, facial symmetry has been used as a visual intent indicator in [31] for people with disabilities. The face pose (roll and yaw angles) are estimated from a single uncalibrated view in [32] where the symmetric structure of human face is exploited by taking the mirror image of a test face image as a virtual second view. Facial feature points of the test and its mirror image are matched against each other in order to evaluate the pose. In [33] , authors introduce Gabor filters in order to enhance the symmetry computation process and estimate the yaw. Symmetry-based illumination model proposed in [34] is based on three features (the two eyes and the nose tip). For every combination of two eyes and a nose, head pose is computed using a weak geometry projection and internally calibrated camera. In the context of face recognition, in [35] authors use the bilateral symmetry of the face to deduce if the pose is frontal or not. Beside intensity images, 3D data can be used for head pose estimation [36, 37] .
Symmetry provides high-level knowledge about the geometry of face. We use the bilateral symmetry of the face to deal with the head pose estimation problem. We propose an approach to perform head pose estimation based on the symmetrical properties of the face.
Our approach
Our symmetry-based approach aims at being non-intrusive and do not require specific user collaboration. It has to be independent to user identity and can be deployed on still images as well as on videos. Our system use a geometrical model which is not based on specific feature points. We propose an approach that joins the effectiveness of both local and global methods. We select symmetrical areas on the face relative to skin pixels intensity and use the size of these areas and their orientation to estimate roll and yaw poses.
The proposed method ( Fig. 1 ) first detects the face using Viola Jones algorithm [38] . Preprocessing (histogram equalization) is applied in order to reduce illumination influence. Then the symmetry axis is searched in the area of the face. This task is performed using a symmetry detection algorithm. Once the head and the symmetry axis are detected, we extract the features of the symmetry. We deduce the roll angle from the orientation of the symmetry axis and estimate the yaw by analyzing some characteristics of the symmetrical region. The method is summarized in Fig. 1 . We can see that the symmetry detection allows the estimation of the roll angle and further the extraction of symmetric features.
In the following, we emphasize the correlation between symmetry and head pose by analyzing the symmetrical regions of the face. We detail the symmetry axis detection process and the characterization of the symmetry region. Then, we pass to the yaw estimation process by means of a decision tree classifier.
Analysis of symmetrical regions on face
When the face is in front of the camera, the symmetry between its two parts appears clearly (see Fig. 2 ) and the line Author's personal copy SIViP which passes between the two eyes and nose tip defines the symmetry axis. However, when the head performs a motion, for example, a yaw motion, this symmetry decreases.
We exploit the difference between the symmetries before and after the head rotation in order to infer measures which characterize the yaw movement. Figure 2 shows the variation of the symmetrical region for various head yaw and roll poses. The symmetric pixels are superimposed in white on the images. First, for the yaw movement, we analyze the amount of symmetrical parts under various yaw angles (Fig. 2a using as support Fig. 3) .
Let a and b two symmetrical points on the face. m is the middle of the segment [39] , the cross-ratios of (a, b, m, ∞) and (a i , b i , m i , ω ) are equal. We obtain:
As the two members of the Eq. . 3b ). Thus, after a yaw motion, the symmetry on the image plane is partial. The symmetrical part of a segment linking two symmetrical points on the face, is smaller than the symmetrical part of the same segment before the movement.
Secondly, regarding the roll angle, we estimate that it corresponds to the angle of the symmetry axis (see Fig. 2b ). We infer the pose angle from the inclination of the symmetry axis that we calculate in case of frontal view.
Symmetry axis detection
We use pixels intensity to detect symmetry in the image. Therefore, illumination influences the detection and in some cases, causes errors. We apply preprocessing on images before starting the symmetry detection in order to improve the robustness. We use the RGB space which gives more significant information about skin color compared to gray scale and allows us to differentiate between face and background since one skin pixel is generally more similar to another skin pixel than to a background pixel. For this reason, we apply histogram equalization on each RGB color channels of the image in order to reduce illumination effect and then, we merge them back.
Our goal is to find the morphological symmetry of face, under different poses, provided that the desired symmetry does not disappear completely from the image (e.g., when yaw angle exceeds 45 • ). Our algorithm is based on Stentiford's Algorithm [40] . It was necessary to adapt the initial algorithm that highlights the symmetries in image regardless of what the image represents, a face or an object. After detecting the face, we consider an ellipse inside and we set our region of interest to the top half of the ellipse. This part of the face is chosen because upper part is more affected by head rotations. The change in the size of the symmetric region after a right/left rotation is greater in the region of the eyes than that of the mouth and presents less deformation than the lower part (talking, smiling).
The symmetry axis defined by the position P (one point of the axis) and the orientation α is computed by selecting the best one from those computed assuming that the orientation 123 SIViP   Fig. 4 a A local symmetry axis with one couple of symmetric cells. b Example of an original cell (in black) and all it's mirror cells relative to α = 90 • α varies from α min to α max . It is chosen as the axis with greatest number of symmetrical pixels and the closest to the face center. The vote is performed as follow: we consider the distribution of the symmetry axes A i{P i ,α i } (one axis for each α). The axes are weighted by the number of the local symmetries which they satisfy. We take the m maximum of this distribution and vote for the axis A {P,α} which minimize the distance to the face center C such that:
Detect the symmetry relative to inclination: The region of interest in image is divided into small overlapping square blocks noted cells. The symmetrical cell of each nonhomogeneous cell in the region of interest is determined relative to α. Local symmetries concerning the cells are computed. This local symmetry axes are perpendicular to the line joining two symmetrical cells (see Fig. 4a ). Having the n symmetry axes A i{P i ,α} , i = 1..n, the best axis for a given α is selected based on the number of symmetrical pixels using the same vote mechanism as defined previously.
Define the local symmetries: Given the orientation α, for each original cell, we search a match from all its mirror cells relative to α (see Fig. 4b ). The location of a mirror cell is calculated by reflecting the pixels of the original cell via Eq. 3. The coordinates of a pixel (x, y) in the reflected position are (x i ,y i ). We vary x i along the width of the region of interest and obtain y i .
Mirror cells lie on the strip which passes through the original cell and that is inclined by an angle α + π/2.
-Two matched cells are then considered symmetric.
-Two cells are matched if each pixel on the diagonal of the original cell matches its corresponding pixel on the mirror cell. -A pixel matches another one if the intensity difference of the three channels does not exceed a given threshold ε.
The interval [α min , α max ] and the step of α influences the results. A small step gives more accuracy but takes more calculation time and requires a large amount of storage. We set the step according to the interval so that we do not obtain a high-dimensional distribution. Also, a big interval may provide symmetries which do not correspond to the bilateral symmetry searched. To cope with these issues, we set α max to not exceed 135 • and α min not under 45 • because the natural movement of the roll does not exceed 45 • on each side. When analyzing video and taking into account the coherency of head movements, α min and α max can be set around various orientations.
The actions for detecting the symmetry axis position and orientation are summarized by Algorithm 1. 
Symmetry features
Once the symmetry axis is located, the image is rotated with respect to the axis inclination and symmetry features are extracted. For the given symmetry axis, and for each pixel, the symmetrical one is searched considered individually and not as being a part of a cell in order to define the region of symmetry without excluding homogeneous area. In this way, detection of the symmetrical region is not sensitive to pixel matching process since we use all the texture. If the difference of intensity between the two pixels is greater than a certain threshold, then they are not symmetric. The convex hull encompassing symmetrical pixels is used to extract features. Figure 5 illustrates symmetric pixels superimposed on the face. Vertical measurement of the convex hull is not kept as is not useful for yaw movement, only the width of the hull which contains symmetrical pixels and the mean distance of all symmetrical pixels to the axis of symmetry are used as features. Width is defined as the euclidean distance between the two most distant pixels. 
Decision tree classifier
In order to determine the yaw motion, a decision tree classifier is trained using the features (relative width of the symmetrical region and the relative mean distance of symmetrical pixels) extracted from the symmetrical parts according to the amount of yaw motion. Each class of the classifier corresponds to a discrete pose. To increase performance of prediction, we used the Alternating decision tree which is based on boosting [41] . The tree alternates between prediction nodes and decision nodes. The root node is a prediction node and contains a value for each class. The prediction values are used as a measure of confidence in the prediction.
The set of head pose images used for learning represents the angles for which the symmetry axis is properly detected. The poses are discrete and vary from −45 • (left) to +45 • (right).
We construct the model from the feature vectors derived from images of several people recorded in different poses. Right and left poses with the same angle are gathered in the same class as they contain the same amount of symmetry and, therefore, the same information. Thus, to estimate 2 * n + 1 discrete poses (n lateral right poses, n lateral left poses and 1 frontal pose), the classifier has n + 1 classes. For this, we use 2 * n + 1 images per subject to represent the 2 * n + 1 poses.
The root contains null values as prediction for the n + 1 classes. The first level contains decision nodes based on the values of the feature vector attributes, followed by prediction nodes for each class and so on until the leaves. The sum of the prediction values crossed when following all paths for which all decision node are true, is used to classify a given instance. The class which has the highest prediction value is the predicted class.
As we use a supervised classification approach, we first have to train the alternating decision tree classifier using the same number of images per person as the number of classes. With the constructed tree, we can predict the yaw for various test face images. Training and testing images do not have to be from the same dataset.
Left versus right poses
To differentiate between left and right poses, we use the difference in intensity between the skin and the background. Our assumption is that a pixel on the face is more similar to another pixel on the face than to a pixel on the background.
We take a pixel located on the symmetry axis to ensure that it is on the face. We compute the average intensity of the pixels surrounding and consider this value as a reference. If the symmetry axis is closer to the left contour (resp. right contour) of the face, then the face is oriented to the left (resp. right). We calculate two values: the difference between the reference value and the average intensity of pixels on the left side and the same difference for the reference value and the right side of the axis. If the difference is bigger on the left side (resp. right), we conclude that the face on the image is oriented to the left (resp. right).
With this method, we determine on which side the pose is oriented and this information is combined with the degree of orientation estimated by the decision tree in order to obtain the yaw head pose.
Experimental results and discussion
We first evaluated the approach using the FacePix [2] dataset which is ideal for the yaw motion. It consists of poses in the interval ±90 • at 1 • increments. This allow us to form several class configurations as explained in Sect. (3.4.1) (e.g., 10 classes for 19 poses). Also, we tested our approach on the CMU PIE dataset [3] which gives more variability in term of illumination and expressions (e.g., eyes closed or smile). In addition to image datasets, we tested the video sequences of the Boston University (BU) dataset [4] . In BU dataset, subjects are doing free movements including yaw and roll variations. This allow us to estimate the roll (inplane rotation) accuracy besides the yaw. Poses in the videos are predicted using the model built with the FacePix dataset. Video sequences are also recorded in the lab, to reproduce situations of partial occlusion not present in the available datasets. In all experiments, we used the same parameters, 
Facepix dataset
We used the FacePix dataset [2] to build a head pose model and to evaluate it. The FacePix database consists of three sets of face images: variable pose, variable dark illumination and variable light illumination. The sets of variable illumination images have only frontal pose. This is why we used only the set of variable poses which is composed of 181 pose images of 30 different subjects. Among the 181 poses, we used poses varying from −45 • to +45 • because when exceeding this interval, the bilateral symmetry disappears from the image.
We tested several configurations, changing the number of classes each time. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for three classifiers : 19 discrete poses associated to the yaw angles from −45 • to 45 • with 5 • step (10 classes), 9 discrete poses associated to the yaw angles from -40 • to 40 • with 10 • step (5 classes) and 7 discrete poses associated to the yaw angles from −45 • to 45 • with 15 • step (4 classes). One can see that the estimated pose is in the diagonal of the matrix. The 7 poses model had the higher classification rate but all confusion matrices show high values along the diagonal.
In order to evaluate the model, we split the data into 6 equal subsets and performed sixfold cross-validation. In each run, 5 subsets are used as the training set and the rest is used as a test set. The subjects in the training and test set are completely distinct since each subject is taken only once. On this dataset, we tested the sensitivity of the method to the symmetry axis detection accuracy. We annotated the position of the head and the position and the orientation of the symmetry axis in order to compare results in a semi-automatic and a fully automatic settings. A detailed description of the results with 7 poses is shown in Table 1 . When removing errors related to head detection and/or symmetry axis detection, the results outperform those of the completely automatic mode. The latest one are not much worse, 
CMU PIE dataset
The CMU Pose, Illumination and Expression dataset [3] presents different conditions of capturing images. It contains images of 68 subjects with a step of 22.5 • between poses. In our experiments, we used the image set corresponding to variable expression (4 different expressions), the one recorded under variable lighting conditions (21 different flash orientations) and the set with subjects talking. Concerning the first set (Expression), we used images of poses between 45 • and −45 • . The challenge with this dataset is the variable lighting set. In this case, when there is an intense light source in a lateral side, the scene loses it's symmetry. We built a classifier for each set to study apart the robustness to expression and lighting variation. We calculated the classification rate for each classifier using sixfolds cross-validation. We also merged all images in one encompassing set. Table 2 shows results for each set and those considering all images in one encompassing set. To achieve illumination invariance, the RGB histogram equalization is not sufficient. We applied a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based normalization technique [42] to the full image. A number of DCT coefficients are truncated to minimize illumination variations since the variations mainly lie in the low frequency band. This truncation affect the matching process in the Expression set. The accuracy drop from 72.57 to 49.81 %. Unlike Talking and Lighting sets where DCT normalization did more good than bad, the illumination affects strongly the matching of symmetries than the noise added by the normalization. On the other hand, DCT normalization gives better results on SIViP sets with a great number of learning images. In the CMU Expression set, for each person, each pose is represented by 3 or 4 images (neutral, blinked, smiling and for certain subject with glasses). However, in the Talking set, each pose has 60 images and in the Light set, 23 images are recorded for each pose. The large number of images used for learning offsets the loss due to the normalization and even allowed improvement of the accuracy for the Talking set.
Videos
We also test on videos as we aim to use the solution in real environment for having real pose-related feedback. We test our method on the video sequences of the Boston University head pose dataset [4] . We recall that the inclination of the symmetry axis corresponds to the roll angle in case of frontal view. The yaw and the roll are calculated over all the frames in order to compare with ground truth. In the experiments, we have used the alternating decision tree trained on FacePix dataset as it covers better the range of face poses than CMU PIE which has widely spaced poses (22.5 • between poses). We ensure that the size of the face in the BU images is the same as in Table 3 .
We exploit the temporal information contained in the video stream in order to reduce calculation time. We use the position and the orientation of the symmetry axis of a given frame to reduce the search interval in the next frame. We perform a coherency check every 10 frames (approximately one second). In order to measure the robustness of the approach, we generate low resolution images from the FacePix dataset where the head size was 80 × 80. We resize the head to generate two head image sets, the first is 40 × 40 pixels and the second 25 × 25 pixels. We succeeded in detecting the symmetric features, thing that cannot be done when relying on specific feature points. We built a 9 pose classifier for both sets using the parameters ε = 25, s = 2 et m = 3, 85 • <= α <= 95 • . The accuracy of the first classifier is 74.1 % and that of the second is 63.8 %. We can see that the accuracy drop from 79.6 % because the method is based on local symmetries and our algorithm is sensitive to symmetry axis calculation. On very low resolution images, the local symmetries are not enough relevant. But results are not very bad for heads which are only 25 × 25 pixels.
We also tested the system with web-cam in the laboratory simulating local partial occlusions. As the process does not need interest points, partially occluded faces can be processed since there is at least one couple of symmetrical pixels on the image. To do so, all the texture pixels in the region of interest, contribute to the demarcation of the symmetrical area. This can be seen in Fig. 7 .
Summary and comparison with the state of the art
The main advantage of the method is that the calculation can start at any pose, without any initialisation, since the head and the symmetry axis are automatically detected for poses between −45 • and +45 • . Also, new face images can be classified easily using the pre-built model.
In video sequences where the head is performing free movements, wrong detections often occur. To resolve this problem, we exploit the continuity of movement. We exclude detections which are very far from the 3 previous frames considering them as wrong. We use instead an interpolated position of the head (see Fig. 8) . The process is then, fully automatic but sensitive to the accuracy of head detection and symmetry axis calculation. The system is robust to changes in lighting condition, expression and also to identity information since the method is geometric. Besides, no specific points are needed to be detected on the face. So, closed eyes or partially occluded face give the same results as complete face.
We compared our results with others which used the same datasets. Tian et al. [19] Tables 4 and 5 show results on FacePix and BU datasets expressed in MAE, RMSE, STD and classification accuracy (Acc). From these results, it is shown that our method provides comparable results on CMU PIE and BU datasets. On FacePix, manifold embedding methods give good results but there is no explicit solution for out-of-sample embedding in an LLE and LE manifold [1] . These methods are not automatic unlike ours. New data can be classified through a model of examples already built.
Conclusion
We presented a new approach to perform head pose estimation. We exploit bilateral symmetry of the face to deal with roll and yaw motions. The orientation of the symmetry axis indicates the roll angle of the head. The symmetrical region of the face with respect to this orientation provides us features such as the width of region which allow us to classify and then, to predict yaw angles. Symmetrical features may be extracted without the detection of special facial landmarks and no calibration nor initial frontal pose are required. The results obtained by our approach have been evaluated using public datasets and they outline the good performance of our algorithm with regard of the state of the art methods. In our future work, we explore new features which allow us to estimate combined yaw and pitch pose. We will also explore more advanced regression methods to achieve two degrees of freedom.
